In these early days of big data, however, many studies seem to show us the obvious. In the best case, big-data studies will not compete with more traditional behavioral science but instead will allow us to see better how known behavioral patterns apply in novel contexts. In fact, they may even validate the most basic Bayesian analysis of human behavior there is, which is human experience. Humans sample the actions of their peers just by living among them for a lifetime. This takes us back to the northwest: Popularity does not guarantee quality. As long as people trust their own individual experiences, even in observing the behavior of others, a collective wisdom is possible. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS We thank Barbara Finlay, Herbert Gintis, David Geary, and our anonymous reviewers for excellent comments and advice on earlier drafts. We also thank Daniel Nettle for his many insights and suggestions for strengthening the argument, and Jonathan Geffner and Sumitra Mukerji for their editorial and production assistance.
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Suppose that h t exhibits a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and finite variance. As b t approaches infinity, we observe only P +,t = 0 or 1. Here we see that a Gaussian distribution of h t is turned into a bimodal distribution with all mass at 0 or 1, even though we are in the northwest quadrant of the map. In the southwest, b t is small. At the extreme south it is zero, and P +,t = 1/2, P −,t = 1/2, no matter the value of h t . Now, given that h t exhibits a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and finite variance, we can see that a small value of b t will produce a unimodal, hence "Gaussian looking," distribution of P + when the system is in the southwest quadrant. As we move north by increasing b t , we expect eventual bimodality of the distribution of choice probabilities, {P +,t }, as we sample this choice process over time with increasing b t . 4. One established model assumes the popularity, n t , of a choice at time t as proportional to its popularity at time t -1:
where g t , normally distributed over time, expresses the fluctuating rate at which agents in the population make new decisions. The result is a log-normal distribution of the accumulated popularity that spreads outward through time on a logarithmic scale. The model holds that the probability of a behavioral option accumulating popularity n at time t is given by
where g 0 is the mean of g over time, with standard deviation σ. The position g 0 t and width σ 2 t of the log-normal peak increases with time t, such that the accumulated popularity distribution for options of the same age (e.g., citations of journal articles published in the same year) spreads outward through time on a logarithmic scale. This model can also be fit dynamically, as described by Wu and Huberman (2007) : For each behavioral choice at time t, one calculates the logarithm of its popularity minus the logarithm of its initial popularity when the sampling started. Then to represent time t, the mean versus the variance of these logged values is plotted. Repeating this for all time slices in the sample, the resulting cluster of points will yield a linear correlation between the means and variances of the logged values (i.e., for this area of the northeast quadrant). 5. In the negative-binomial theorem, the probability of k choices of specific option x, given that there have been k+r total choices overall, is as follows:
A group size of 150 often is quoted as an average, but Dunbar never used either an average or a range in his original paper (Dunbar 1992) , which had to do with neocortex size and group size in nonhuman primates. Group size in humans was addressed in later papers (Dunbar 1993; 1998) . Often misunderstood is that Dunbar was referring to "meaningful" relationships, not simply the number of people one remembers: "The social brain hypothesis is about the ability to manipulate information, not simply to remember it" (Dunbar 1998, p. 184 Abstract: We demonstrate by means of a simulation that the conceptual map presented by Bentley et al. is incomplete without taking into account people's decision processes. Within the same environment, two decision processes can generate strikingly different collective behavior; in two environments that fundamentally differ in transparency, a single process gives rise to virtually identical behavior.
We applaud Bentley et al. for postulating a map of the environment in the form of a two-by-two classification. Too much of psychological theorizing still focuses on internal factors alone, such as traits, preferences, and mental systemsa kind of theorizing that social psychologists once labeled the "fundamental attribution error." Yet Bentley et al. are in danger of committing the opposite error: to theorize without regard of the cognitive processes. Herbert Simon (1956) noted more than 50 years ago that decision making is rather akin to the two blades of a scissors: the one blade is the decision strategy or heuristic; the other, the environment. Decision strategies have evolved and adapted to a given environment, and their rationality is ecological: therefore, one needs to analyze both the cognitive processes and the structure of the environment (Gigerenzer et al. 1999) .
To apply this argument to Bentley et al., we show that the distributions in the four quadrants do not simply depend on the two environmental features, but, in addition, on the decision processes people rely on. We illustrate this point by a demonstration: We define two decision processes that have a strong social component but differ in whether social influence comes in the first step (the construction of the consideration set) or in the second step (the choice from this set). We then demonstrate that (1) within the same environmental structure (quadrant), the two decision processes can generate different distributions, and that (2) when the same decision process is used in two quadrants that differ in terms of transparency, the resulting distributions are almost identical.
We simulate 10,000 agents who sequentially choose from a set of 100 items (e.g., cameras, wines) drawn from a multivariate normal distribution. The agents aim for the item with the highest possible quality. The agents cannot evaluate the quality of the item with certainty but have to infer it from three attributes. They learn about each attribute's validity, that is, the relative frequency with which the attribute correctly predicts the item with the highest quality in pair-comparisons, in an initial training phase where they randomly sample 10 items.
Endowed with this knowledge, agents use a two-step decision process to select the best item. In the first step, each agent forms a subset of the available items, the consideration set (n = 3; Hauser & Wernerfelt 1990). In the second step, the agents decide which item to choose from this set by using a lexicographic decision rule akin to the take-the-best heuristic (Gigerenzer & Goldstein 1996) . It ranks the attributes according to their validity; the item with the highest value on the most valid attribute is then chosen. In case two or more items have the same value on the first attribute, the second, and then the third attribute, respectively, is examined; if neither discriminates, the agents choose randomly.
Social influence is introduced in both processes but in different steps of the process. In the popularity-set heuristic, social influence is introduced in the first step. The probability that an item is part of the consideration set is proportional to how often the item has been selected by other agents in the past. In the popularity-cue heuristic, social influence enters in the second step as an additional, equally treated, fourth attribute corresponding to how often the item had been selected by others.
In the low-transparency environment, the correlations between quality and the three attributes are weak (0.11, 0.10, 0.10). In the high-transparency environment, the correlations between quality and attributes are strong (0.90, 0.69, 0.61). These environments correspond to the very north and south of the map by Bentley et al. just short of the border. In both scenarios, the inter-correlations between the attributes are held constant at 0.4. [The details of the simulation can be found at: http://www.mehdimous said.com/.] As shown in Figure 1 , the popularity-set heuristic generates collective herding, regardless of the environmental features. Here, a feedback loop operates: The more people choose an item, the more this item becomes attractive for subsequent decision-makers. Figure 1 (Analytis et al.) . The popularity distributions do not simply depend on Bentley et al.'s distinction between low-and hightransparency environments but also on the decision processes (heuristics). Within the same environmental structure (rows), the distributions change with the decision processes. When the same process (heuristic) is applied to different environments (columns), the result can be the same distribution. The outside graphs show the distribution of items' popularity at the end of the simulation. The popularity of an item is measured as the fraction of agents who have chosen that item. The inner graphs show the popularity reached by each of the 100 items separately, which are ordered according to their quality, from low quality (left) to high quality (right).
This leads to a few products becoming very popular, while most others are ignored. In contrast, the popularity-cue heuristic generates a homogeneous distribution of popularity, where each item receives a similar, low amount of choices, in high-and lowtransparency environments alike. Here, social influence applies to a reduced subset of the items only, which prevents the feedback loop from setting up. These results show that different processes generate strikingly different results in the same environment. Likewise, the same process generates similar results when it is applied to different environments.
The conceptual map by Bentley et al. neatly reduces the environment to two variables. However, whether decisions are arrived at independently or not, and whether the information is transparent or not, is only half of the story. To fully understand what patterns emerge, one needs to account for the decision process. The relevance of such an approach is heightened by the interdependence of the social context where both mind and environment adapt to each other (see, e.g., Artinger & Gigerenzer, in preparation; Moussaïd et al., 2013) . The advent of big data and the combination of experimental and simulation methods provide ample opportunities to study adaptive decision processes, stepping outside the black box of "as-if" decision theories.
My title, "The map is not the territory," is a famous sentence from a 1931 lecture by the general semanticist Alfred Korzybski (1933, p. 750) . His meaning is that the graphical structure of a map need not be the structure of the territory (here, the scientific field) that it purports to represent. Statistical graphics, the discipline to which I have migrated his aperçu, is a field in which this insight has particular force. The target article's authors, Bentley et al., declare in their Abstract that they have "create[d] a multiscale comparative 'map' that, like a principal-components representation, captures the essence of decision making," that "each quadrant … features a signature behavioral pattern," and that "the map will lead to many new testable hypotheses concerning human behavior." My critique would have been Korzybski's: this map of theirs is not the territory, and cannot be trusted to capture any "essence." In particular, its topology, which is the conventional topology of principal component score plots, is all wrong for this subject-matter, which is preference profile patterns.
The objection is not so much to Figure 1 to emphasize the contrasts that concern the authors; these are along the edges of this square. The corresponding philosophical anthropology is a pure distillation of Levi-Strauss: two verbal oppositions ("independent" vs. "social" and "transparent" vs. "opaque") are treated as if these are as obvious and fundamental as water versus land, male versus female, light versus darkness, alive versus dead, or raw versus cooked, then converted into abstract propositions. We have no information about relationships along the diagonals, or relationships of the periphery to the center; in fact, the center is no construct at all. Nor is there any argument that the right axes are the north-south and east-west here; the phrases remain mere words. Nor do we know if the meaning of "independent versus social," for instance, is the same in "transparent" as in "opaque" domains of decision-making. There may be more than two types of edges here. (1) and Figures 2 and 3 , there are many other ways to organize a diagram that lead to quite different reporting languages and quite different "testable hypotheses." Here are three other possibilities.
Upper right: Four types symmetrically connected. This is the general situation of four types. No evidence is given that the configuration of the authors' data reduces to the two dimensions Bentley et al. show or, indeed, any two dimensions. Then there need to be six contrasts, not four.
Lower left: Four specialized types out of a common center. This is a commonly encountered topology in studies of biological evolution, wherein multiple descendant species are characterized by derived features that all descend from the same original feature. To the extent that preferences are developmental, they may embody the same central focus.
Lower right: Globe with an axis. Imagine Bentley et al.'s map as a local expansion of coordinate possibilities along an axis that shrinks these possibilities toward zero at either of two extremes, "everything popular" (without further profile) and "everything unpopular" (without further profile). The topology is now a globe. On it, the north and south poles stand for the pure configurations, while an equatorial band offers space for additional parameters corresponding to the decision profiles that incorporate behavioral modifiers. Such data structures are commonly encountered in the compositional sciences, such as mineralogy or personality profiles. The authors' map is the equatorial plane of this construction (but it still has the wrong topology). 
